Abstract-In this paper, we explore the risks of friends in social networks caused by their friendship patterns, by using real life social network data and starting from a previously defined risk model. Particularly, we observe that risks of friendships can be mined by analyzing users' attitude towards friends of friends. This allows us to give new insights into friendship and risk dynamics on social networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Users register on social networks to keep in touch with friends, as well as to meet with new people. Research works have shown that a big majority of people that we meet online and add as friends are not random social network users; these people are introduced into our social graph by friends [2] . Although friends can enrich the social graph of users, they can also be a source of privacy risk, because a new relationship always implies the release of some personal information to the new friend as well as to friends of the new friend, which are strangers for the user. This problem is aggravated by the fact that users can reference resources of other users in their social graph; and make it very difficult to control the resources published by a user. This uncontrolled information flow highlights the fact that creating a new relationship might expose users to some privacy risks.
We cannot assume that friends will make the right choices about friendships, because friends may have a different view on people they want to be friends with. Considering this, privacy of a social network user should be protected by building a model that observes friendship choices of friends, and assigns a risk label to friends accordingly. Such a model requires knowing a user's perception on the risks of friends of friends. We made a first effort in this direction in [3] by proposing a risk model to learn risk labels of strangers by considering several dimensions. To validate the model, we developed a browser extension showing for each stranger (i) his/her profile features, (ii) his/her privacy settings, and (iii) mutual friends. Based on this information, the user is asked to give a risk label l ∈ {1, 2, 3} to the stranger. These risk labels correspond to not risky, risky and very risky classification of a stranger. Through the extension, 47 users (32 male, 15 female users) have labeled 4013 strangers. However, we did not consider risk of friends.
This new work starts with considering two factors in assigned risk labels. First, strangers can be risky only because of their profile features. Second, a friend himself can increase or decrease the risk of a stranger. Increases and decreases will be termed as negative and positive friend impacts, respectively. In any case, if a risky stranger is introduced into the user's social graph it is because of his/her friendship with a friend. However, determining the friend impacts can help us to determine which privacy actions should be taken to avoid data disclosure. We aim at learning how risk labels are assigned to strangers depending only on their profile features, and how much a friend can impact (i.e., increase or decrease) these labels. If strangers are risky just because of their profile features, privacy settings can be restricted to avoid only these strangers. On the other hand, if a friend increases the risk labels of strangers, all of his/her strangers should be avoided.
We begin our discussion with reviewing the related work in Section II. In Section III we explain the building blocks of our model and Section IV shows how we use our dataset efficiently. In Section V we discuss the role profile features in risk labels, and in Section VI we show how impacts of friends are modeled. Section VII explains finding risk labels of friends from friend impacts, and in Section VIII we give the experimental results.
II. RELATED WORK
Friends' role in user interactions has been studied in sociology [19] , but observing it on a wide scale has not been possible until online social networks attracted millions of users and provided researchers with social network data. For online social networks, Ellison et al. [7] defined friends as social capital in terms of an individual's ability to stay connected with members of a previously inhabited community. Differing from this work, we study how friends can help users to interact with new people on social networks. Although these interactions can increase users' contributions to the network [21] and help the social network evolve by creation of new friendships [23] , they can also impact the privacy of users by disclosing profile data. Squicciarini et al. [20] have addressed concerns of data disclosure by defining access rules that are tailored by 1) the users' privacy preferences, 2) sensitivity of profile data and 3) the objective risk of disclosing this data to other users. Similarly, Terzi et al. [14] has considered the sensitivity of data to compute a privacy score for users. Although these works regulate profile data disclosure during user interactions, they do not study the role of friends who connect users on the social network graph and facilitate interactions. Indeed, research works (see [5] for a review) have been limited to finding the best privacy settings by observing the interaction intensity of user-friend pairs [4] or by asking the user to choose privacy settings [8] . Without explicit user involvement, Leskovec et al. [12] have shown that the attitude of a user toward another can be estimated from evidence provided by their relationships with other members of the social network. Similar works try to find friendship levels of two social network users (see [1] for a survey). Although these work can explain relations between social network users, they cannot show how existence of mutual friends can change these relations.
Privacy risks that are associated by friends' actions in information disclosure has been studied in [22] , but the authors work with direct actions (e.g., re-sharing user's photos) of friends, rather than their friendship patterns. Recent privacy research focused on creating global models of risk or privacy rather than finding the best privacy settings, so that ideal privacy settings can be mined automatically and presented to the user more easily. In [3] , Akcora et al. prepared a risk model for social network users in order to regulate personal data disclosure. Similarly, Terzi et al. [14] has modeled privacy by considering how sensitive personal data is disclosed in interactions. Although users assign global privacy or risk scores to other social network users, friend roles in information disclosure are ignored in these work.
An advantage of global models is that once they are learned, privacy settings can be transfered and applied to other users. In such a shared privacy work, Bonneau et al. [6] use suites of privacy settings which are specified by friends or trusted experts. However, the authors do not use a global risk/privacy model, and users should know which suites to use without knowing the risk of social network users surrounding him/her.
III. OVERALL APPROACH
We will start this section by explaining the terminology that will be used in the paper. In what follows, on a social graph G u , 1 hop distance nodes from u are called friends of u, and 2 hop distance nodes are called strangers of u, i.e., strangers of user u are friends of friends of u. We will denote all strangers of user u with S u , and risk label of each stranger s ∈ S u that was labeled by u will be denoted as l us ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
A social network G = (N, E, P rof iles) is a collection of N nodes and E ⊆ N × N undirected edges. P rof iles is a set of profiles, one for each node n ∈ {1, ..., |N |}. A social graph G u = (V, R, F ) is constructed from the social network G for each user u ∈ N , such that, the node set V = {∀n ∈ N |distance(n, u) ≤ 2}. Nodes in G u consist of friends and strangers of u. Similarly, edge set R consists of all edges in G among nodes in V . Each node v ∈ V in a social graph will be associated with a feature vector f v ∈ F . Cells of f v correspond to profile feature values from the associated user profile in P rof iles.
The goal of our model is to assign risk labels to friends according to the risk labels of their friends (i.e., strangers). As we stated before, risk labels of strangers depend on stranger features as well as mutual friends [3] . We do not assume that all friends can change users' risk perception in the same way.
Some friends can make strangers look less risky and facilitate interactions with them (i.e., friends decrease the risk of strangers). On the other hand, some friends can make strangers more risky (i.e., friends increase the risk of strangers). For example, if users do not want to interact with some friends, they might avoid friends of these friends as well. We will use positive and negative impacts to refer to decreases and increases in stranger risk labels, respectively. To understand whether friends have negative or positive impacts, our model must be able to know what risk label the stranger would receive from the user if there were no mutual friends. This corresponds to the case where the user given label depends only on stranger features. We will term this projected label as the baseline label, and show it with b us . For instance, assume that if there are no mutual friends, a user u considers all male users as very risky, and avoids interacting with them. In this case, the baseline label for a male stranger s is very risky, i.e., b us = very risky. However, if the same male stranger s has a mutual friend with user u, we assume that the user given label l us might not be equal to the baseline label b us (i.e.,l us = b us ), because the mutual friend might increase or decrease the risk perception of the user. This difference between the baseline and user given labels will be used to find out friend impacts.
Finding baseline labels and friend impacts requires different approaches. In baseline estimates, we use logistic regression on stranger features, and for the friend impacts we use multiple linear regression [17] . Both of these regression techniques require many user given labels to compute baseline labels and friend impacts with high confidence. However, users are reluctant to label many strangers, therefore we have to exploit few labels to achieve better results. To this end, we transform our risk dataset, and use the resulting dataset in regression analyses. In the next sections, this transformation and regression steps will be described in detail. Overall, we divide our work into four phases as follows: 1) Transformation: Exploit the risk label dataset in such a way that regression analyses for baseline labels and friend impacts can find results with high confidence. With this step, we increase the number of labels that can be used to estimate baseline labels and friend impacts. 2) Baseline Estimation: Find baseline labels of strangers by logistic regression analysis of their features. 3) Learning Friend Impacts: Create a multiple linear regression model to find friends that can change users' opinion about strangers and result in a different stranger label than the one found by baseline estimation. 4) Assigning Risk Labels to Friends: Analyze the sign of friend impacts, and assign higher risk labels to friends who have negative impacts.
IV. TRANSFORMING DATA
By transforming the data, we aim at using the available data efficiently to find friend impacts with higher confidence. To this end, we first transform profile features of friends and strangers to use k-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms [9] on the resulting profile data. This section will discuss the transformation, and briefly explain the clustering algorithms.
Our model has to work with few stranger labels, because users are reluctant to label many strangers. This limitation is also shared in Recommender Systems (RS) [16] where the goal is to predict ratings for items with minimum number of past ratings. In neighborhood based RS [11] , ratings of other similar users are exploited to predict ratings for a specific user. Traditionally, the definition of similarity depend on the characteristics of data (e.g., ordinal or categorical data), and it has to be chosen carefully. We use profile data of friends and strangers in defining similar friends and strangers, respectively. Friend impacts of a user u is learned from impacts of similar friends from all other users. To this end, we transform profile data of friends and strangers in such a way that friends and strangers of different users are clustered into global friend and stranger clusters. Next sections will describe the aims and methods of friend and stranger clustering in detail.
A. Clustering Friends
Clustering friends aim at learning friend impacts for a cluster of friends. This is because we might not have enough stranger labels to learn impacts of individual friends with high confidence. To overcome this data disadvantage, impact of a friend f can be used to find the impacts of other friends who belong to the same cluster. For example, a user from Milano can have a friend from Milano, whereas a user from Berlin can have a friend from Berlin. Although these two friends have different hometown values (Milano and Berlin), we can assume that both friends can be clustered together because their hometown feature values are similar to user values. This hometown example demonstrates a clustering based on a single friend profile feature and it results in only two clusters: friends who are from Milano/Berlin and friends who are from somewhere else. However, in real life social networks, friends have many values for a feature, some of which can be more similar to the user's value than others. For example, Italian friends of a user from Milano can be from Italian cities other than Milano, and these friends should not be considered as dissimilar as friends from Berlin. By considering these, we transform categorical friend values to numerical values in such a way that similarities between friend and user values become more accurate.
Our transformation uses the homophily [15] assumption which states that people create friendships with other people who are similar to them along profile features such as gender, education etc. In other words, we assume that all friends of a user u can be used to judge the similarity of a social network user to u. For example, considering the case where the user u is from Milano, a social network user from Rome is similar to the user if the user has many friends from Rome. Moreover, we assume that different users will have similar clusters of friends, e.g., friends from user's hometown, alma mater etc. and friend impact values will be correlated with their corresponding clusters, e.g., friends from hometowns will have similar impact values. More precisely, the transformation of friends' data maps a categorical feature value of a friend, such as hometown:Milano, to a numerical value which is equal to the frequency of the feature value among profiles of all friends of a user. For example, if a friend f has profile feature value hometown:Milano, and there are 15 out of 100 friends with similar hometown:Milano values, hometown feature of f will be represented with 15/100 = 0.15. After applying this numerical transformation to all friends of all users, we compute a Social Frequency Matrix for Friends (SFMF) where each row represents numerical transformation of feature vector of a user's friend.
Definition 1 (Social Freq. Matrix for friends):
The Social Frequency Matrix associated with a social network G is defined as |N | × |F | × n, where N is the set of users in G, F ⊂ N is the set of user in G that are friends of at least one user u ∈ N , and n is the number of features of user profiles. Each element value of the matrix is given by:
, whereas g v and f v show the value of profile feature v for users g and f , respectively. Having transformed friend data into numerical form, we can now use a clustering algorithm to create clusters of friends. After applying a clustering algorithm to the Social Frequency Matrix for friends, output friend clusters will be denoted by F C.
B. Clustering Strangers
By clustering friends, we can learn impacts of friends from different clusters, but this raises another question: do friends have impact on all strangers of users? Our assumption is that correlation between stranger and friend profile features can reduce or increase friend impact. For example, if a student user u labels friends of a classmate friend f , we might expect friends of f who are professors to have higher risk labels than student friends of f , because u might not want his/her professors to see his/her activities and photos. Here the work feature of strangers changes friend impact of f by increasing the risk label of professor friends of f . To see how friend and stranger features change friend impacts, we transform strangers' profile data to numerical data and cluster the resulting matrix just like we clustered friends. This clustered stranger representation helps us detect clusters of strangers for whom certain clusters of friends can change risk perception of users the most. Formally, we prepare a social frequency matrix as follows:
Definition 2 (Social Freq. Matrix for strangers): The Social Frequency Matrix for Strangers associated with a social network G is defined as |N | × |S| × n, where N is the set of users in G, S ⊂ N is the set of user in G that are strangers of at least one user u ∈ N , and n is the number of features of user profiles. Each element value of the matrix is given by:
where Sup( s v ) = |{g ∈ F u | g v = s v }| and S ∈ N , whereas s v shows the value of feature v for stranger s. Note that we still use friend profiles in the denominator to transform stranger data. This is because we cannot see all strangers of a friend due to API limitations of popular social networks. To overcome this problem, we use friend profiles because we expect them to be similar to profiles of their own friends (strangers). We again use the Social Frequency Matrix for strangers to create clusters of strangers. We will denote stranger these stranger clusters by SC.
C. Clustering Algorithms
In our experiments, we used the k-means and hierarchical algorithms [9] to produce clusters of friends and strangers. This section will briefly explain these algorithms. In what follows, we will use data points and strangers/friends interchangeably to mean elements in a cluster.
The k-means clustering algorithm takes the number of final clusters as input and clusters the data by successively choosing cluster seeds and refining the distance within cluster data points. The required input for the number of final clusters is usually unknown beforehand and this makes k-means unfeasible in some scenarios. However, in our model it gives us the flexibility to experiment with different sizes of clusters. k-means is also a fast clustering algorithm which suits our model for the cases where all friends of all users can reach a few thousands. In our experiments, we used different k values to find optimal performance. In hierarchical clustering 1 , a tree structure is formed by joining clusters and the tree is cut horizontally at some level to produce a number of clusters.
In friend and stranger clustering, choosing the number of final clusters or the horizontal level requires some trade-offs. The advantage of using many clusters is that data points in each cluster are more similar to each other (i.e., friends or strangers in a cluster are more similar in profile feature values). On the other hand, too many clusters decreases the average number of data points in a cluster, and our model may not be trained on these clusters with high confidence, i.e., there may not be enough data points in a cluster to prove anything. Using too few clusters also has a disadvantage. Final clusters may contain too many data points that are not very similar to each other. This decreases the quality of inferences because what we infer from some data points might not be valid for others in the same cluster. Despite this, if data points are naturally homogeneous, the similarity among data points in a big cluster can be high. As a result, a big cluster may offer more data to prove our inferences with more confidence.
After transforming our data and creating friend and stranger clusters, we will now explain baseline label estimation for stranger clusters. 1 We used the agglomerative form where a new stranger is added to clusters by considering the complete distance. Height of the tree was 3. Baseline estimation analyzes how feature values on stranger profiles bring users to assign specific risk labels to strangers. The baseline estimation process results in baseline labels for each stranger s ∈ S. These labels are found by using statistical regression methods on already given user labels and stranger profile features. In this section we will discuss this process.
Baseline estimation corresponds to the case where a user would assign a risk label to a stranger without knowing which one of his/her friends are also friends with the stranger. Figure 1 shows an example of baseline estimation. In the figure, each stranger s ∈ S u is a node surrounded by a ring representing his/her feature vector f s . Each cell in the feature vector corresponds to a feature value of the stranger (e.g., hometown:Milano). Different colors for the same cell position represent different values for the same feature on different stranger profiles. In the example shown in Figure 1 strangers S 2 , S 4 and S 5 are labeled with 2 (i.e., the risky label). These three strangers share the same feature vector as shown with the same colored cells. Based on these observations, if any stranger has the same feature vector with S 2 , S 4 and S 5 , the stranger will be given label 2. The evidence to support this statement comes from the three strangers (S 2 , S 4 and S 5 ), and the number of such strangers determine the confidence of the system in assigning baseline labels.
Although in Figure 1 stranger features are shown to be the only parameter in defining stranger labels, in our dataset labels of strangers have been collected from users by explicitly showing at least one mutual friend in addition to the stranger feature values. Because of this, stranger labels that are learned from users can be different from baseline labels; they can be higher (more risky) or lower (less risky) depending on the friend impact. Considering this, in baseline estimation we use the labels of strangers who have the least number of mutual friends with users. These are the subset of labels which were given to strangers who have only one friend in common with users, i.e., for user u and stranger s, |F u ∩ F s | = 1. In what follows, we will use first group dataset to refer to these strangers.
In our approach, we use logistic regression to learn the baseline labels from available data. This allows us to work with categorical response variables (i.e., one of the tree risk labels). Stranger features are used as explanatory (independent) variables and risk labels as the response (dependent) variable which is determined by values of explanatory variables (i.e., feature values). Although the response variable has categorical values, it can be considered ordinal because risk labels can be ordered as not risky (label 1), risky (label 2) and very risky (label 3).
Ordinary Logistic Regression is used to model cases with binary response values, such as 1 (a specific event happens) or 0 (that specific event does not happen), whereas multinomial logistic regression is used when there are more than two response values. As multinomial logistic regression a basic variant of logistic regression, we will first start with the definition of logistic regression. For this purpose, assume that our three risk labels are reduced to two (risky, not risky).
Suppose that π represents the probability of a particular outcome, such as a stranger being labeled with risky, given his/her profile features as a set of explanatory variables x 1 , ..., x n :
By transforming the probability (π) of the response variable to an odd-ratio (log[
we can now use a linear model. Given the already known stranger features and labels, we use Maximum Likelihood Estimation [18] to learn the intercept value and the coefficients of all features.
Although standard binary logistic regression and multinomial logistic regression use the same definition, they differ in one aspect: multinomial regression chooses a reference category and works with not one but N − 1 log odds where N is the number of response categories. In our model, N = 3, because the response has three labels (1, 2, 3). In both binary and multinomial logistic regression, intercept and coefficient values are found by using numerical methods to solve the linearized equation(s). With the found values, we can write the odd ratio as an equation. For example, in equation log[ π 1−π ] = 0.7 + 1.2 × X 1 + 0.3 × X 2 , the intercept value is (0.7) and feature coefficients (β 1 = 1.2 and β 2 = 0.3). We can then plug in a new set of values (e.g., X 1 = 0.5) for features, and get the probabilities of response value being one of three labels. For example, for a specific stranger, the model can tell us that risk label probabilities of the stranger is distributed as %0.9 very risky, %0.09 risky and %0.01 not risky. As we can compute baseline label in real values, a stranger s ∈ S is assigned a baseline label by weight averaging the probabilities of risk labels.
VI. FRIEND IMPACT
So far, we have discussed clustering and baseline label estimation. In this section we will first discuss how these two aspects of our model are combined to compute friend impacts. After finding friend impacts, we will discuss how risk labels can be assigned to friends by considering the sign of impact values. In computing friend impacts, we use multiple linear regression [17] , which learns friend impacts by comparing baseline and user given labels to strangers. To this end, we define an estimated label parameter to use in linear regression as follows:
Definition 3 (Estimated label): For a stranger s and a user u, an estimated label is defined as:
wherel us and b us are estimated and baseline labels for a stranger s, and s belongs to the stranger cluster SC j ∈ SC. Friend clusters F C are found by applying a algorithm to the mutual friends of user u and stranger s. P ast(u, s) denotes an intermediary value based on stranger labels given by user u, whereas F I(F C i , SC j ) represents impact of a friend f from a friend cluster F C i on the label of stranger s from a stranger cluster SC j .
In the rest of this section, we will define the P ast(., .) and F I(., .) parameters, and explain how they are used to compute friend impacts.
A. The Past Labeling Parameter
We start by discussing the past parameter P ast(., .) which returns a value from past labellings of strangers by user u.
The past parameter is traditionally used in recommender systems to adjust baseline estimate [16] . The need for this parameter arises from the fact that baseline estimation is computed from labels of all strangers who have only one mutual friend with user u (i.e., first group dataset), and it tends to be a rough average. To overcome this, a subset of strangers, who are very similar to s and who have been labeled in the past by u, are observed and the baseline label is increased or decreased to make it more similar to the user given labels of these strangers.
In defining the past parameter, we consider two factors: how many similar strangers should be considered in this adjustment and what is an accurate metric for finding similarity of two strangers? For the first question, we use the computed stranger clusters. For a stranger s, similar strangers from the first group dataset are those (i) that are labeled by the same user u, and (ii) that belong to the same stranger cluster with s. Although we use stranger clusters to choose similar strangers, the similarity of strangers in a cluster can be low or high depending on the clustering process. With too few clusters and too many clusters, similarity of strangers in a cluster can be low and high respectively. We adjust the baseline labels by considering labels given to most similar users. To this end, we use the profile similarity measure by Akcora et al. [2] . This measure assigns a similarity value of 1 to strangers with identical profiles, and for non-identical profiles the similarity value is higher for strangers whose profile feature values are more common in profile features of u's friends. Formally, we define the past labeling as follows:
Definition 4 (Past Labeling Parameter): For a given user u and stranger s, the past labeling parameter is defined as: P ast(u, s) = 1
where P S() denotes the profile similarity between two strangers, l ux is the user given label of stranger x, and b ux is the baseline label of x. Strangers s and x belong to the same stranger cluster C i .
B. The Friend Impact Parameter
The second parameter from Definition 3, F I(f, s), is used to show impacts of mutual friends on the risk label given to s by u. In modeling friend impacts, we wanted to see how friends from different clusters changed the baseline label. By using this approach, we explain impacts of friend clusters in terms of friend features that shape friend clusters. If there is at least one mutual friend from a friend cluster F C i , we say that friend cluster F C i may have impacted the label given to the stranger s. For the cases where a stranger s has two or more mutual friends from a friend cluster F C i , we experimented with both options for F I(f, s). Next, we will explain these options.
1) Multiple Impact for the Friend Cluster:
In our first approach, we assume that a bigger number of mutual friends from friend cluster F C i ∈ F C will impact user labeling. Assume that from a friend cluster F C i ∈ F C, we are given a set of mutual friends M F i = {∀f |f ∈ F C i , f ∈ {F u ∩ F s }} of user u and stranger s. We define the impact of friend cluster F C i on the label of stranger s ∈ SC j as follows:
where I F Ci,SCj is the impact of a cluster F C i |f ∈ {F C i ∩ M F i } on the label of stranger s ∈ SC j . Note that this impact (I F Ci,SCj ) is the unknown value that our system will learn.
2) Single Impact for the Friend Cluster: In the second approach, we assume that a bigger number of friends from the same cluster does not make a difference in user labeling; at least one friend from the cluster is required, but more friends do not bring additional impact. This approach is shown in Figure 2(b) , where friends are shown with their cluster ids, and two friends from friend cluster F C 2 bring a single impact. Assume that from a friend cluster F C i ∈ F C, we are given a set of mutual friends of user u and stranger s. We give the impact of friend cluster F C i on the label of stranger s as follows:
where I F Ci,SCj is the impact of a friend cluster F C i on label of stranger s ∈ SC j .
These different friend impact approaches change the model by including different numbers of friend impacts. The unknown impact variable I F C * ,SC * is learned by the least squares method [10] . The least squares method provides an approximate solution when there are more equations than unknown variables. In our model, each stranger's label provides an equation to compute impacts of k 1 friend clusters on k 2 stranger clusters (k 1 and k 2 are the final numbers of friend and stranger clusters in the k-means algorithm). In Example 6.1, we will explain these points and give equations of one stranger for single and multiple impact definitions.
Example 6.1: Given a stranger s 1 ∈ SC 1 who is labeled by u, assume that the user given label l us1 = 2.3, while the baseline label is b us1 = 2.7. Again assume that P ast(u, s) = −0.2. Equations for the stranger s with single and multiple friend impact definitions are respectively given as follows:
After choosing one of these definitions of friend impact, we input one equation for each stranger s to the least squares method to compute impact values of friend clusters on stranger clusters. In the experimental results, we will discuss the definition that yielded the best results.
VII. FRIEND RISK LABELS
Learning impact values allows us to see the percentage of positive and negative impacts for each friend cluster. Negative impact values for a friend cluster shows that the friend cluster increases the risk label of strangers. Depending on a user's choice, friend clusters which have negative impacts less than x% of the time can be considered not risky. Similarly, a threshold y% can be chosen to determine very risky friend clusters. In our experiments, we heuristically chose x = 20 and y = 50. With these threshold values for risk labels, we formally define the risk label of a friend f as follows:
Definition 5 (Friend Risk Label): Assume that the percentage of positive and negative impact values for a cluster F C i ∈ F C are denoted with Im We assign a risk label to a friend f who is a member of the friend cluster F C i (i.e., f ∈ F C i ) according to the negative impact percentage of the friend cluster F C i as follows:
Next we will give the experimental results of our model performance.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we will validate our model assumptions, and then continue to give detailed analysis of performance under different parameter/setting scenarios.
A. Validating Model Assumptions
Before finding friend impacts, we validated our model assumption (i.e., mutual friends have an impact on the risk label of a stranger) by using logistic regression on the whole dataset (4013 stranger labels and profiles). For this, we included the number of mutual friends as a parameter, and computed the significance 2 of model parameters. In overall regression, photo visibility, wall visibility, education and work parameters were excluded from the model because they were found to be nonsignificant. For significant parameters, P r(> |t|) values are shown in Table I .
In the regression, there are two friend related parameters: the number of mutual friends and the friendlist visibility. Differing from the number of mutual friends, friendlist visibility is a categorical variable which takes 0 when the stranger hides his/her friendlist from the user and 1 otherwise. From Table  I 3 , we see that seeing a stranger's friendlist increases the probability of the stranger getting label 1, whereas it is not an important parameter for label 3. Our main focus in regression analysis was to verify that the number of mutual friends parameter is significant. We found that an increasing number of mutual friends indeed helps a stranger get label 1, and decreases the probability of getting label 3. This result tells us that friends have an impact on user decisions and our assumption about the existence of friend impacts holds true. After validating our model assumption, we continue to the baseline label estimations.
B. Training for Baseline
Baseline calculation predicts labels for strangers without friend impacts. For this purpose we take strangers who have one mutual friend with users (|M F | = 1) into a new dataset (first group dataset), and train a logistic regression model. Logistic regression on the first group dataset finds how stranger features bring users to label strangers. Table II shows model parameters and their corresponding p-values.
In Table II , we see that when users label the first group strangers, photo and wall visibility are significant parameters. If these items are visible on stranger profiles, the probability of strangers getting label 1 increases. In the whole dataset (see Table I ), these two parameters were found to be insignificant. Another interesting result is that locale 4 is significant for label 3 whereas it is non/significant for label 1. A high locale value means that the stranger is similar to existing friends of users, but this high similarity is shown to increase the probability of strangers being labeled as very risky, i.e., receiving label 3. After computing a baseline label for all strangers, we use the difference between user given and baseline labels (l us − b us ) to model the friend impact. These differences (deviations from the baseline label) are shown in Figure 3 . In the figure, we see that user given labels are lower than the computed baseline label, which shows that in overall friends have positive impacts (i.e., thanks to mutual friends, users assign lower risk labels to strangers.). Overall, we found that there is not a linear relation between the number of mutual friends and the deviation values. This non-linearity changes how we define the impacts of friend clusters. In Section VI we gave two definitions for friend impacts (see Figure 2 ) to account for deviations from the baseline label.
In multiple friend impacts we assumed that more mutual friends from a friend cluster bring additional impacts. On the other hand, in single friend impact one friend was enough to have the impact of a friend cluster. This finding implies that more friends of the same cluster do not provide any benefits to strangers on Facebook and mutual friends from different clusters are more suitable to change the user's risk perception about a stranger. We believe that this can be generalized to other undirected social networks.
In the rest of the experiments, we will give the results computed by using the single friend impact definition. We will now explain the model performance under different clustering settings.
C. Clustering
For clustering 12659 friends, and 4013 strangers we experimented with k-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms. In our experiments with different numbers of final clusters, the k-means algorithm yielded the best results for friend clustering, whereas hierarchical clustering was better for stranger clustering. Due to space limitations, we will omit hierarchical clustering results for friends and k-means results for strangers.
Friend Clustering: In Figures 4 and 5 , we show the adjusted coefficient of determination 5 (R 2 ) of our multiple regression model with different k values for friend clustering. The x-axis gives the number of stranger clusters for which at least one friend cluster has an impact. In Figure 4 we see the performance for maximum and minimum number of friend clusters. For k = 2, friend clusters are very roughly clustered, and each cluster is not homogeneous enough (i.e., 5 The adjusted coefficient of determination is the proportion of variability in a data set that can be explained by the statistical model. This value shows how well future outcomes can be predicted by the model. R 2 can take 0 as minimum, and 1 as maximum. contains different types of friends) to mine friend impacts 6 . As a result, we can observe friend impacts on very few clusters. For k = 9, friend clusters are more homogeneous, but in this case our multiple regression model does not have many data points (strangers) to learn the impacts of friend clusters. Figure 5 shows the results for k = 5, 6, 7 values. For two k values, 5 and 6, we have the best results. Our model hence suggests that friends of social network users can be put into 5 or 6 clusters when considering how much they can affect user decisions on stranger labeling.
Stranger Clustering: In Figure 6 we show how the R 2 values change for the biggest and smallest numbers of stranger clusters. With 8 stranger clusters, our model can detect friend cluster impacts on 5 out of 8 stranger clusters only, whereas for 158 clusters the number is 15 out of 158. For 158 stranger clusters, R 2 values are generally low because strangers are distributed into too many clusters, and each stranger cluster does not have many data points (strangers) to learn from. Although finding impacts on 5 out of 8 stranger clusters seems like a good performance, low R 2 values (lower than 0.5) show that the model can explain less than 50% of the variation in data. In Figure 7 we see that more stranger clusters can improve the model performance and this leads to R 2 values close to 1. For 26 stranger clusters, R 2 values are better, and we can find friend impacts in 16 out of 26 stranger clusters.
Cross Validation: A major point in statistical modeling is the response to out of sample validation; a statistical model can be over-fitted to the training data, and it can perform poorly when applied to new testing data. After clustering and prior to learning friend cluster impacts, we prepare a test set for validating our model. We remove 10% of strangers from stranger clusters and set those aside as the test strangers (T ). Once friend impacts are found for stranger clusters, we plug in the set of test strangers, and calculate the root mean square value (RMSE) of their labels. RMSE for a stranger s and user u is defined by using the predicted labelL us and user given label L us as RM SE = Table III by using 6 friend clusters. The first row of the table shows the number of stranger clusters, whereas the second row shows the average R 2 values in these clusters. In the third row, we show the median size of stranger clusters; with increasing numbers of clusters, the number of strangers in each cluster decreases. In the case of 158, the average number of strangers in a cluster is reduced to 7, and this results in a poor performance because the model cannot have enough data to learn friend impacts on stranger clusters. The average number of validation points are shown in the fourth row. An increasing number of stranger clusters results in fewer validation points because some clusters will have less than 10 strangers themselves. In the fifth row, the root mean square values (RMSE) are shown for these validation points. In 26 stranger cluster our model yields the best R 2 and RM SE pair results.
These experimental results suggest that the optimal number of stranger clusters (26) is bigger than the optimal number of friend clusters (k = 5, 6). We explain this by the fact that although users can choose friends of specific characteristics, they cannot do so with strangers. As a result, strangers are more diverse than friends, and they need to be clustered differently from friends.
D. Friend Impacts and Risk Labels
In this section we will give computed friend cluster impacts, and show how friends are assigned risk labels.
The rationale behind clustering was to observe different friend cluster impacts on different stranger clusters. Although a Figure 8 we show how different friend clusters can have positive and negative impact values for different k values (number of friend clusters). Note that clusters are not identical across these figures, i.e., cluster 1 can have different members in each figure. This is because with different number of final clusters, the clustering algorithms produce potentially different clusters of data points. As seen in Figure  8 (a), when we increase the number of friend clusters from k = 5 to k = 6, positive and negative impact frequencies change for each cluster because either friend clusters became more homogeneous or some clusters did not have enough data points to learn from. Figure 8(b) shows two friend clusters with overall negative impacts (friend clusters 1 and 6). Figure  8 (c) shows the positive and negative impact frequencies for k = 7, where frequencies are more emphasized for negative and positive impacts of a cluster. Note that the number of overall negative clusters is reduced from 2 to 1 here. Similar to a transition from 5 to 6 clusters, friends of two negative clusters might be put into the same cluster (cluster 1) or there were no longer enough strangers for some friend clusters to learn a negative impact. The existence of both positive and negative impact values for each friend cluster confirms our intuition that impacts of friend clusters vary depending on a stranger cluster. A friend is assigned a higher risk label when a friend cluster has a big percentage of negative impact values. In Section VII, we gave definitions of friend risk labels according to two threshold values (x=20, y=50) of negative impact percentages. By using k=6 friend clusters, from Figure 8 (b) we see that friends from friend clusters 1 and 6 are labeled as very risky because the negative impact percentages for the clusters are > 0.6. In the figure, we also see that none of the clusters have < 0.2 negative impacts, hence no friends cluster is said to be not risky (label 1).
We tested the accuracy of our risk definition for friends by observing 261 deleted friendships of users. As a performance measure, we assumed that the deleted friends should come from friends who are labeled as very risky, i.e., friends who belong to the 1st and 6th clusters. We have found 117 of the 261 deleted friends were found to belong to the 1st and 6th friend clusters.
Although we chose to use specific values for very risky and not risky label thresholds (x=20, y=50) in assigning risk labels to strangers, our model can ask social network users to define these threshold values on their own. With this approach, our risk model for friends can be personalized by users and applied to privacy settings on social networks.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we looked into risks of friendships and analyzed how the risk labels of friends of friends can be used to compute risk labels of friends. We found that the number of mutual friends is not very important to change the risk perception of a user towards a friend of friend. On the other hand, having different types of mutual friends (i.e., friends from different friend clusters) with a friend of friend plays a bigger role in users' risk perception. Our results showed that in terms of risk, friends can be grouped into 6-7 clusters, whereas the number of groups for strangers can reach 26 or more. These results show that even though user numbers reach millions, friends for each user have similar roles. We have validated risk labels of friends on deleted Facebook friendships, and showed that risks of friendships can indeed be learned by considering users' risk perception towards friends of friends. In the future, we want to create sets of global privacy settings by using our risk model, so that privacy settings can be automatically applied to different social network users.
